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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigation is to define a satisfactory mathematical model
to predict the character and propagation properties of the ELF resonant waves in the
spherical cavity bound by the earth and ionosphere. The study of the modes of this
cavity offers a useful geophysical tool for observation of the gross properties of the
lower ionosphere, which comprises one wall of the cavity. The model uses real
ionospheric parameters in the presence of the earth's geomagnetic field, which makes
the conductivity anisotropic. The mode structure as observed at the earth's surface is
affected by the conductivity of the ionosphere to varying heights.
A two-dimensional cylindrical model and a spherical model will be studied, the
former to give some insight into the solutions for the latter, which is limited to the case
of a radial geomagnetic field. Solutions to the wave equation for anisotropic media are
found for a magnetic field aligned with any coordinate axis in the cylindrical model, and
for a radial B field in the spherical model. Analytical solutions for several cases of
elementary conductivity profiles are studied to evaluate qualitatively the affect of the
geomagnetic field on the mode properties. The model is a layed profile with constant
properties within each layer. This approach is valid due to the extremely long wave-
lengths involved.
Machine computations are used to solve the boundary-value problem of deter-
mining the resonant modes for models with varying numbers of layers ranging from
three to sixty. Separate models treat the cases of longitudinal and transverse propagation
in the cylindrical cavity, and a day and night ionosphere under longitudinal propagation
for the spherical cavity. General results show higher peak frequencies for transverse
than longitudinal propagation, and higher frequencies for the night than the day spherical
problem. Investigations of the maximum altitude of the ionosphere effective in deter-
mining the resonant properties indicate that in the absence of a geomagnetic field cavity
waves are confined to the region below 118 km. , while the presence of a field of .4
Gauss allows some cavity energy to leak out into the region of free propagation above
200 km. Therefore, a large portion of the real ionosphere is effective in shaping the
cavity response.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION, METHOD OF SOLUTION, AND THE CONDUCTIVITY TENSOR
1. 1 Introduction
Recent experimental measurements [Balser and Wagner, 1960 ] have indicated
that the spherical layer bounded by the earth and ionosphere acts as a resonant cavity
to terrestrial ELF noise. Spectral analysis of noise received on a vertical whip antenna
by Balser and Wagner in a 5-35 cps range gives the average peak frequencies of the
first four modes of the cavity as 7.8, 14.1, 20.3, and 26.5 cps, respectively, with a
Q ranging from 4 in the first mode to 6 in the higher ones. Theoretical work by
Schumann [1952] had predicted the modes for a lossless cavity at frequencies of
fn = 10.6 qn(n+ 1)/2 , where n is the order of the mode.
The problem of defining a satisfactory model to explain the observed phenomena
has been a subject of recent interest. Models have been suggested, notably those of
Galejs [ 1962 ], which have managed to duplicate the Balser and Wagner spectra in
detail. However, no models to date have attempted to include the influence of the
geomagnetic field, which makes the conducting ionosphere anisotropic.
The purpose of this thesis is to show that consideration of the geomagnetic field
not only significantly modifies the mode properties of the isotropic model, but also
extends the region which determines these properties to much greater altitudes. This
purpose is accomplished by formulating a suitable mathematical model to describe the
response of a cavity with appropriately real parameters to an electric dipole source.
This is a satisfactory source, since Balser and Wagner [1961] have demonstrated that
world-wide lightning storms act as the excitation for the real earth cavity.
Once the ability of the model to duplicate known experimental results is demon-
strated, it may then be used to predict results of measurements not yet attempted. One
of the features discussed is the altitude of penetration of energy at cavity frequencies
in the ionosphere. The night ionosphere is most conducive to high altitude propagation,
and a considerable portion of incident energy can penetrate well above 200 km. along
a radial geomagnetic field. Removal of the geomagnetic field in the model confines
2cavity waves to below 120 km. at night, and below 100 km. in the day. Existence of
cavity waves at high altitudes exhibits the feasibility of measuring the cavity spectrum
from satellites, possibly on a foreign planet.
The character of the resonant modes necessarily reflects the integrated propaga-
tion properties of the entire cavity. Therefore this is a useful geophysical tool for
studying the gross structure of the lower ionosphere. Local anomalies in propagation
properties covering small areas relative to the whole cavity will of course be undetected.
The difference in response between a cavity with a typical noon ionosphere and one with
a typical night ionosphere, both with a radial geomagnetic field throughout, is only
about one cycle in the first mode and three cycles in the fourth mode. On the basis
of this, high altitude nuclear detonations of large yield might possibly be detectable as
a perturbation of the normal cavity response. Solar events which cause such disturbances
as a significant charge density increase in the D layer offer a similar possibility.
The mode structure of models of the earth-ionosphere cavity will be analyzed
both in a cylindrical and a spherical system. Unfortunately in the spherical problem
only the case of a radial geomagnetic field has a solution expressible in terms of known
functions, making it the only case amenable to machine computation. This is the case
of longitudinal propagation, since the index of refraction in the ionosphere is so much
greater than in air that waves incident on the ionosphere at any angle propagate
essentially in the radial direction. Examination of the quasi-longitudinal and quasi-
transverse approximations of magneto-ionic theory for plane waves indicates that at
cavity frequencies propagation is nearly longitudinal everywhere except in a narrow
region around the geomagnetic equator. This is strictly valid when the conductivity
depends only on electrons, which will be shown to correspond to the region below 100 km.
The increasing importance of ions above 100 km. , however, should effect only minor
changes in this description. It should be remarked that even though longitudinal propaga-
tion is correct for most of the cavity, the propagation constant still changes with
geomagnetic latitude. The model cannot handle parameter changes in other than the
radial direction, so that radial symmetry is used throughout.
Thesis Outline
Chapter I includes introductory remarks and a derivation of the general conduc-
tivity tensor appropriate to the ionosphere below 400 km.
Chapter II contains the derivation of the wave solutions for anisotropic media
necessary to solve the boundary-value problem.
Chapter III presents the analytical solutions to several elementary models and
points out the affect of the magnetic field's magnitude and direction on the cavity response.
Chapter IV discusses the conductivity of the ionosphere up to several hundred
kilometers and describes the role of the ions in the day (noon) and night (midnight)
models.
Chapter V gives the numerical results concerning peak frequencies and Q's of
models with large numbers of layers, and conclusions as to the role of the geomagnetic
field in determining these properties.
1. 2 Method of Solution
The boundary-value problem of finding the mode structure of the cavity will be
solved in two different coordinate systems. It will first be done in a two-dimensional
cylindrical system, and then in the more appropriate spherical coordinate system.
Solutions in cylindrical coordinates can be obtained for a geomagnetic field directed
along either of the three coordinate axes while the spherical system only allows simple
solutions for a radially oriented field. Solutions for a radial geomagnetic field are
shown to be very similar in the two geometries when the model is elementary.
The cavity may be thought of as consisting of three zones; namely the earth, the
air layer, and the ionosphere. The earth's surface will be treated as a perfect
reflector at these low frequencies. The air layer will have the propagation properties
of free space. And the properties of the ionosphere will be represented by a tensor
conductivity which varies only in the radial direction.
At ELF reflection properties change considerably over one wavelength. For
such low frequency waves the ionosphere can be represented by a series of concentric
spherical shells, each shell having constant conductivity properties in itself, with a shell
thickness much less than a wavelength.
The source in the model is a vertical electric dipole located in the air layer
close to the earth. This is the best analog to the actual lightning source.
It is clear from the above description that parameter changes in other than the
radial direction are not accounted for in this model. This excludes the difference in
day and night ion density profiles, and also tensor conductivity changes as a function
of geomagnetic latitude. However an attempt will be made to place limits on the real
mode properties by solving the problem in the various extreme cases.
Preliminary model results indicated that the ionosphere above 100 km. must be
considered in determining cavity properties. At these heights the effect of ions on the
conductivity components must be considered.
Once the wave solutions for anisotropic media have been determined, the
mechanics of actually setting up the problem for machine computation will be handled
in matrix form as described by Madden [1961].
1. 3 The Conductivity Tensor
Following Akasofu [1956 ] the equations of motion of a ternary mixture of electrons,
positive ions and neutral particles in the presence of a magnetic field are given by:
a + N N a (v" -v )+ N N a (v-)= 1.3.1
p + 2 . ( )+N N a( (+v xB ) 1.3.2
P v.+N- +NN a V -W)eN
e at p ie e i n p en e n p e
. +N2 ae (vv')+!N Ne (v -T)=eN (E+v x3) 1.3.31 at p I e n p in I n p i
The pressure terms have been neglected and we assume vi >> v - grad v.
(subscript i refers to direction)
i J
ij ij p i+ pj
The subscript e = electrons, i = ions, and n = neutrals.
The plasma is electrically neutral, so Ni = N = N .
1 e p
p = mass density of particles ( p = m N , etc.)
v = velocity varying as exp (-iwt)
M= m, + M
I e 
-3
N particles cm
B = geomagnetic Field Strength.
1. = average collision frequency between particles of type i and j.
ij
Define a plasma current as J = e (N. v. - N v ).1 i e e
The solution of (1. 3. 1 - 1. 3. 3) gives a vector equation of the form E = R ,
where R is the tensor resistivity. Leaving the details of the solution and the
approximations involved to Appendix 1, the resulting equation is:
Me J x B _(J xB) x B3
E = Jy 2  ( v. + ve- iw)+ 1.3.4x~xee N 1e en  N m N (vi. iW) 1.3.4
p p p in
Me
Let x =i(v. + I - iW)
e-N ie en
p
_1
y =Ne
p
z= 1/m N (v. - iW)p in
The boundary value problem is manageable only when the geomagnetic field is
along one of the coordinate axes. Therefore the conductivity tensor must be evaluated
for three separate cases. When dealing in spherical coordinates these cases are
B = B ,B = B , and B =B..
0 r' 0 0' 0 $
Case I. B =B , B =B =0
0 r 0 <p
R..= x 0 0
ii
20 x+B z yB 1.3.50 y 0
0 -yB x+B 2 z0 0
-1
The conductivity tensor u. = R .ij ij
2
x+BO z
(x+B z) y2B02o o
y B0
(x+B 2 z)2+y2B200
1
x
0
0
Defining the three different conductivity terms as follows,
Ne 2
0a =11 m
e
(Ve - 1W)
Ne2+
J-m [ (ve 
-i 2 w H]
g NeL2 H H
x m [( -io)2+ p ]
then o-. .ii 0 11
0 cx
-cxx
where N = N,
p
e ei
and v. =v.
ei le
m Kvp -iw2 + ]2v i H
WH
m [(V -i )2+ ]
0
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Case IL B0 = B , Br = B = 0
R..13
x+B 20
0
y B0
-yB 
0
0
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-y BO
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2
x+B z
(x+B2 z)'+y2 B20 +y 0
1.3.7
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i
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Case III B= B = B =B
R..=iji
C.. =
ij
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x+B2 z
-yB 0
-9
x
. 1.3.12
= 0
y B0
2
x+B z0
0
9 
1 1
1.3.13
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There are regions in the D layer where negative ions are present in greater
density than either electrons or positive ions. However, in Sections (5. 2-4) it will be
shown that they are not dense enough to make more than a one per cent change in the
conductivity computed on the assumption that N = NT.
e 1
CHAPTER II
THE WAVE SOLUTIONS FOR ANISOTROPIC MEDIA
2. 1 The Cylindrical Problem
Before the cavity resonance problem can be attacked, the wave solutions for
electromagnetic propagation in anisotropic media must be derived. Section 1.3
demonstrates that the geomagnetic field makes the medium anisotropic. When B = 0'
Ux = 09, o=a il- ,so the conductivity tensor reduces to a scalar quantity.
The geomagnetic field is considered in one coordinate direction at a time. The
a
problem is two-dimensional in that - = 0. The time dependence of the solution is
az
exp (-iwt) and the angular dependence is exp (inO). The 0 dependence is exp (inO) in the
air and must be the same in the ionosphere if boundary conditions are to be satisfied
at the air-ionosphere interface.
The geometry of the problem is given in Figure 1.
/ 0Fig. 1 r
z
The two Maxwell equations expressing the wave properties are
(curl E) = -__ = + i po Hi 2.1.1( Hat
(curl H). = u.. E + a i2.1.2
~J i at
Displacement currents will be neglected in the ionosphere.
The wave solutions are found by solving (2. 1. 1) and (2. 1. 2) using the U.. of
Section 1. 3 appropriate to the geomagnetic field to direction. For a magnetic field
in the z direction these solutions are given in Appendix II-A. This is the only example
of anisotropy where the two waves present can be distinguished as a TE and TM mode
similar to the isotropic wave. TE waves are described by Hn(k r)and a Hn p?2
2 2 k Wedefinek 2 a-i
functions where k = kp + We define k - w , ki = ipiwc, and k2 = ipw -
p kI x x
This mode is clearly affected by the magnetic field, since both kL and k depend on B0'
This is expected, since the TE mode has Er and E0 components, both of which move
electrons transverse to the B field.
The TM mode propagates independent of the geomagnetic field with k = k as
though the medium were isotropic; its only E vector is Ez, and therefore it ignores the
magnetic field. The propagation constants for these two modes are just those which
describe the plane wave case of transverse propagation.
When the geomagnetic field is in the 0 direction the TE-TM mode description
breaks down. There are still two distinct waves, but each wave now has E and H
components in all three directions. One wave again propagates as a k mode, but when
B -- 0, this becomes the isotropic TM mode. The other wave propagates as k and
when B - 0 reduces to the isotropic TE mode. For the case B = B0 , it was the k0 z 0p
wave which described the TE mode and the k11 wave which described the TM mode.
When B0 - 0, of course, k = k .
The two waves present in this case (B = B ) have quite different properties in
addition to their propagation constants. For the k wave, Ez is a factor of (kr) larger
than E 0 , while the opposite is true for the k11 wave. Similarly H0 is a factor of (kr)
larger than H for the k wave, and Hz is (kr) greater than H in the k11 wave.
This case of B = B0 may be thought of as transverse propagation; indeed, k and0 p
k are the plane wave transverse constants. But the k11 wave cannot ignore the magnetic
field as when Bz = B . B0 has coupled the Maxwell equations so that each field component
is related to every other one; therefore the solutions for the k11 wave necessarily depend
on BO'
When the geomagnetic field is in the radial direction each of the two modes present
again involves all six field components. The propagation constant is the same as that
2 2 2for longitudinal propagation in the plane wave case; i.e. k = k + ikI-x
This summarizes the results of the wave solutions in this system when the
geomagnetic field is along any one of the coordinate axes. Although one would similarly
expect the propagation constant for a magnetic field at an arbitrary angle to be the same
as in the plane wave case (which is known), the boundary value problem cannot be
approached until the wave solutions in the ionosphere are known in a form compatible
with the solutions in the air. Such solutions may be obtainable in two dimensions, but
have no hope in the spherical system, as will be seen shortly.
2.2 The Spherical Problem
Although this is the most appropriate geometry in which to solve the cavity
problem for the earth, the mathematics limits one to the case of longitudinal propagation;
i.e. radial propagation and a radial geomagnetic field. The restricting influence is due
to the angular dependent terms in the Maxwell equations.
Longitudinal < dependence is eliminated by placing the dipole source at 0 = 0.
In order to match boundary conditions at the air- ionosphere interface it is expected
that the same Legendre polynomials will describe the 0 (latitude) dependence in both
zones, thus leaving the solution for the radial dependence of thefield vectors as the only
unknown. The usual 0 dependence in air is
E , H = P (cos 0) E (r), etc.
r r n r
2.2. 1
EO, H ,E, H d Pn E (r), etc.
~ ,dO0
The following table summarizes the latitude dependence for the known isotropic
case and shows how the Maxwell equations are modified by the geomagnetic field.
Isotropic Solution New Terms Introduced
Common Factor due to Anisotropy
B B B
r 
_ <p
(curl H) P 0 dP /d6 dPn/d6
Hc r n n n0 P
(curl H)0  dPn/d6 dPn/dO 0 Pn
(curl H)p dPn/dO dPn/d0 Pn 0
(curl E)r Pn 0 0 0
(curl E)6 dPn/dO 0 0 0
(curl E) dPn/dO 0 0 0
Only the column of terms under Br (longitudinal propagation) introduce the
Legendre polynomial such that it can still be factored out of the component equation,
as in the isotropic case. The other two B0 field orientations would introduce a dPn/dO
term into an equation where all other terms are Pn, and vice versa; i.e. the assumed
latitude dependence is incorrect and the true dependence is unknown. We are therefore
limited to the case of a radial B field where only the radial dependence of the field
components must be solved for.
The wave solutions for longitudinal propagation described in Appendix II-D have
the same propagation constant as the radial case in cylindrical coordinates. The only
2 2 2 2
approximation made in obtaining these solutions is that kj r and k r >> n(n+ 1).
This places a lower bound on the electron density in any layer at about 10/cm 3 . This
means that in practice the model ionosphere profile begins at 50 km. for the noon case
and 80 km. for the night case. The skin depth for such a density is on the order of
1000 km. for cavity frequencies, so the less dense regions below these bounds have
little influence on ELF propagation.
The wave solutions (D. 2. 4) of Appendix II indicate that the polarization of the
longitudinal wave is circular.
Top sign
Bottom sign
and, for either sign,
E =i E
H =i H
E =i E
H = -iH
HO
H
CHAPTER III
THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR THE RESONANT MODES OF SEVERAL
ELEMENTARY MODELS
3. 1 General
Before the results of the problem done for an extremely large number of layers
are discussed, it is of interest to examine the analytical solution for some very simple
conductivity profiles. Indeed, once the problem is set up for a one -layer ionosphere,
the extension to n-layers is straightforward so far as machine computation is concerned.
3.2 The Layer Geometry
0 2 3 4
EARTH A R 10 OSPH RE
Fig. 2 So rce
6 S0 SI S2 S3  S4
r
Figure 2 represents the geometry of the problem. The conductivity at r0, the
mean radius of the earth, is taken to be infinite. The source is a vertical electric
dipole in spherical coordinates located at the boundary layer rl. The source position
is taken as 0 = 0; therefore there is no < (longitude) dependence in the solutions. In
cylindrical coordinates the source is an infinite line of similar dipoles extending in the
z direction. Hence in either system the coordinates r and 0 adequately describe the
geometry. The electromagnetic field of this dipole (or array) is such that it directly
excites the TE mode in the air. If the TE mode can exist in the ionosphere (anisotropic
medium), then this will be the only mode necessary to describe the solutions. Such is
the case for B = B in the cylindrical system. If, however, all field vectors are coupled
z 0
to one another, as is the case for B = B0 and Br = BO, then there must be a TM mode
in the air in order to satisfy the boundary conditions at r = r 2 '
3. 3 The Matrix Solution of the Boundary-Value Problem
A matrix form of solution applicable to problems of this nature is described by
Madden [1961]. Let
3.3.1Sn (r) = an (r) c n
in the nth layer, where Sn is a column matrix of the field vectors which enter into the
boundary conditions, an is the solution matrix and c is the coefficient matrix.
valid at both rn and rn+l, so (3. 3. 1) may be written
Sn is
Sn (rn+1) an (rn+l) en
Sn (r n) = an (r n) n 3.3.2
Solving (3.3.2) to eliminate cn,
Sn(r) =a(r) a (r Sn ) 3.3.3n n n n n n+l n n+l
The boundary condition at r = r, 6 = 0 is
S0 (r ) = S(r )+ Q(source) 3.3.4
and at all other r it is
n
Sn (rn+1) = Sn+(rn+1) 3.3.5
Combining 3.3.3-5 the vectors at the earth's surface, S0 (r 0), can be expressed in terms
of the vectors at the outermost boundary
S(r 0 ) = a0 (r 0 ) a0 1 (r1 ) Q +a 0 (r0 ) a0 1 (r ) a (r1 )
--- a(rn) a I(r ) Sn(r ) 3.
n nI n n+1- nI n+1
3. 4 An Infinitely Conducting Ionosphere in Cylindrical Coordinates
This problem is confined to the air layer and is, of course, isotropic. On
the components E and Hz of the TE mode are necessary to describe the problem.
S0 (r 0)
E0 (r0 )
Hz(r0
3. 6
ly
1
0
a (r) = a (r)0a 1 (r
a H
-i pW HR (k r)a r 0
2 (1)k0 Hn (k 0r)
n subscript of H (k r) indicates the order of the mode and is not related to
the layer number. Equation (3. 3. 6) becomes
SO(r 0 )= a0 (r 0 ) a0 1 (r) Q + a0 (r0 ) a0 (r1 ) a (r1 ) a 1(r2 ) S1 (r 2 )
Let r 0 = a = radius of the earth
r ~r 0 = a, so a0 (r 0 ) a0 (r 1 )
also a0 1 (r ) a (r1 ) =
Sl(r 2) =
I (unit matrix)
I, since a0= a
E 0 (r 2)
Hz(r 2)
(Z)
-ip a HnSr
where the
(k 0r)
)2 (2)k 0 H n (kQ r
3.4.1
Since the boundary at a and r 2 is perfectly reflecting, Equation (3.4. 1) becomes
0
(r 0)
= a0 (r 0 ) a 1 (r2 )
0
Hz(r2
1
+ 3.4.2
Let r2 =a +h, where h a. At ELF h « X and a Taylor expansion is used to express
Hankel functions at r 0 = a in terms of those at r 2 . X is the wavelength.
H (k a)= H (k r ) (1+ )- k0 hH 1nO0 n 0 2 r2 0 - (k0 r2 ) 3.4.3
Using the approximation (3. 4. 3) and the fact that h << a,
a0 (r0 ) a 1 (r2 )
1
2ik h
yoC
n2
-ijivh (1 - r2
0 2
Substituting (3. 4.4) into (3.4.2) and solving for Hz(r0 )
1
ipowh (1- n2  )
k r20 2
Hz(r) when k 2 r 2 =n 2 or at
f= 1 cn
n 21r r2
where fn is the frequency in cps, and c is the speed of light in free space.
Since both cavity walls are perfect reflectors and the air medium is lossless, the
Q of the cavity is infinite.
The frequency of the nth mode in the equivalent spherical geometry as given by
Schumann is f = C n(n+1) .
n 27r a
3.4.5
3.4.6
3. 5 A One-Layer Ionosphere of Infinite Extent in Cylindrical Coordinates; Radial
Geomagnetic Field
In this case we extend Equation(3. 4. 1) by
S (r2 = 22 a2 2) c2  3.5.1
The anisotropy of the ionosphere layer forces consideration of all components of E and
H in order to satisfy the boundary conditions at r,
S0 (r 0 )
E (r0 )
Hz (r0
Ez(r0
H (r0
where the zeros in c2 are the coefficients of the return wave in the ionosphere.
The expression for the mode problem becomes
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From (3. 5. 3) in conjunction with (3. 4.3) it can be shown that
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Substituting (3. 5.4) and (3. 5. 5) into (3. 5.2) and solving for H z(r )
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3. 5.6
where k0 is the free space propagation constant
and h = r2 - r0 = thickness of the air layer.
The presence of k2 and k3 in the denominator of (3. 5.6) makes it complex; therefore the
cavity has a finite Q. The two variables in H z(a) are n, the mode order, and the frequency
f, which is implied in the k's. The structure of the first mode is realized by plotting
for n = 1, the magnitude of H z(a) as a function of f.
3. 6 One Layer Ionosphere of Infinite Extent in Cylindrical Coordinates; Geomagnetic
Field in z Direction
This is the one orientation of geomagnetic field for which the two distinct TE and
TM modes exist in the ionosphere. Since the source excites only the TE mode in the
air, this is the only mode necessary to describe the problem.
The solution to the resonance problem is found by solving for H z(r 0) in
= a0(r0) a 1(r2) a2 (r 2 ) + 3. 6. 10 ~ ~ 0 ~rHz(r 0 0 0
where a 0 (r 0 ) a 1 (r 2 ) is given by (4. 4. 4) and from (2. 2. 5) and (2. 2. 7)
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Using the exponential approximation to the Hankel function for k r -' 0, Equation (3. 6. 3)
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reduces in the isotropic case to
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for k r >>
This is obtained by letting k -W k, _ - g1 and o -+ 0.
A comparison of Equations (3. 5. 6) and (3. 6. 3) indicates the difference in the
resonance expression for a very simple geometry when the direction of the geomagnetic
field differs by 900. Equation (3. 6. 3) can be compared with its isotropic reduction
(3. 6.4) to show that the anisotropic problem has a solution equivalent to that for an2
isotropic ionosphere with conductivity equal to a = uL + .0'L
Since, in (3.6.3), k rp 2
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Using (3. 6. 5) and (3. 6. 6) for small n (we shall only discuss the first few modes of the
cavity) reduces expression (3. 6. 3) to
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Expression (3. 6.7) compares directly with (3. 6.4) if one substitutes k= k
into the isotropic result. It should be remarked here that in the special case that only
the electrons are considered in the conductivity tensor, an identity exists relating the
components as follows:
2 2
a-, a = a-L +-a 3. 6.8111 = I x
Whenever (3. 6.8) is true, it can readily be shown that k = k1 1 even when the geomagnetic
field is present. It will be pointed out in Chapter4 that the ions have little affect on the
conductivity below 100 km. Therefore in this region (3.6.8) is approximately true and
both the isotropic and anisotropic waves propagate with the same velocity, although
their wave solutions remain different.
Under isotropic conditions of k2, k3 - ki, expression (3. 5. 6) reduces to (3. 6. 4)
just as (3.6.3) did. This is expected, since the magnetic field direction was the only
difference in the two problems to which (3. 5. 6) and (3. 6. 3) are solutions.
The resonance expression (3. 5. 6) for a radial B field is equivalent to the
isotropic case (3.6. 4) with a-11 = 2cr whenever k >> k and k h >> 1. This means that,
at least in the simple one layer geometry, an ionosphere with a radial B field resonates
as an isotropic one with conductivity - = 2gr , and an ionosphere with an axial B field
resonates as an isotropic one with conductivity - = a -
3. 7 One Layer Ionosphere of Finite Extent in Cylindrical Coordinates; Radial Geomag-
netic Field
This is the next step of complication after the one infinite layer ionosphere. The
solution to the resonance problem is expressed by
= a (r )a (r )a (r )a2 (r)0 01 2 222 3
where a0(r0) a- I(r 2 ) is given by (3. 5. 5) and a2(r ) is given by (3. 5. 4). Because of the
two zeros in the vector column at r 3 , only the second and fourth column terms of
a 2 r) a- 1 (r 3 ) are required.
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In the isotropic case for k2 = k3 = k1 (3. 7.2) reduces to
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Comparison of (3. 7. 2) and (3. 7. 3) gives an indication of the complexity introduced
into the problem by the presence of the magnetic field. The actual numerical solution
of (3. 7. 2) for the peak frequencies and Q's of the modes is too difficult to attempt by
hand and will be postponed to Chapter 5 when the machine computations will be discussed.
Suffice it to say at this time that hand computations of mode properties have been
carried out by Madden [ 1961 ] for isotropic spherical problems of a single infinite layer
and single finite layer ionosphere. Numerical results of these two problems achieved
a close fit to the measured properties given by Balser and Wagner, at the expense of
using unrealistic conductivities.
Numerical solution for the simple geometries derived in this section would be no
more than an exercise. The problem of interest will be to study the magnetic field
effects on the mode structure in a realistic model whose conductivity profile for a large
number of layers closely approximates the real case.
3. 8 One Layer Ionosphere of Infinite Extent in Spherical Coordinates; Radial Geomagnetic
Field
Since the spherical problem will comprise the main body of the numerical results,
only one analytical solution will be presented. The matrix solution to this problem is
given by
a 0 (a)a (r2 ) a2 (r2 )
-1
where a 0(a) a 2) and a2(r2) are given in Appendix III as (A.3.3)
respectively. The solution to (3. 8. 1) is
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Comparing (3. 8. 3) with the appropriate cylindrical solution (3. 6.4) points out
the similarity in the response of the two resonant cavities. Since r 2  a, the only real
2difference is that the n in the two -dimensional system is n(n+ 1) in the spherical system.
The choice of r 2 or a merely depends on which direction the Taylor expansion goes; i.e.
whether Hn(kr 2 ) is expressed in terms of Hn(ka), or vice versa.
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Furthermore, the anisotropic solutions (3.8.2) and (3.5. 6) are also identical
1
save for the factor containing the n's, when k2, k 3 . Unfortunately, no comparison
can be made of solutions under anything but a radial B field, but it does seem likely that
the differences in mode structure due to different orientations of the B field in cylindrical
coordinates will give an indication of the differences to be expected if all cases could
be done in the spherical system.
CHAPTER IV
THE CONDUCTIVE PROPERTIES OF THE IONOSPHERE
4. 1 General
Before the actual model results are presented, a discussion of the conductive
properties of the ionosphere to be used in the model is necessary. Since these properties
are known to vary with time of day, solar activity, and geomagnetic latitude, the conditions
under which the model data are valid must be established. Local noon and midnight
profiles will be used for typical quiet solar periods at mid latitudes.
The possibility of a resonance occurring in the ion conductivity should be
considered in the event that any of the cavity energy propagates to an altitude of 250 km
or greater. It is feasible that proper conditions in the anisotropic media will allow a
relatively undamped mode to reach this zone.
4. 2 The Ion Composition of the Noon Ionosphere
Of the various data including charged particle density, collision frequency, and
geomagnetic field strength essential to the calculation of the conductivity, perhaps the
most inconclusive at this time is the ion composition, especially below 100 km.
Nicolet and A ikin [ 1960 ] conclude that in the region 60-65 km the important ions are
N 0 and 0 . This is the region where the ratio of negative ions to electrons is2' 2 ' 2
significant, being 7. 5 at 60 km., .63 at 70 km, and becoming negligible at increased
altitudes. Above 75 km one can assume that the positive ion density is equal to the
electron density. Ionization in the 60-65 km region is due to cosmic ray effects. All
three ions present to any abundance have concentrations greater than that of electrons
with 02 being most dense. Mitra has pointed out that 0 and 0 are the only two stable
negative ions in the ionosphere.
From 65-70 km Lyman alpha ionization of nitric oxide produces enough NO+ ions
to make them significant. Rather than a direct production, it is also likely that a
reaction of 0+ with molecular nitrogen is responsible for the NO+
Above 70 km NO+ becomes more dominant and remains so for the rest of the
D layer.
Above 85 km X-ray produced ionization of 0 and N is significant enough to
++2 2
make the 02 density comparable with that of NO There is some question as to which
of these two components is more important in this part of the E region which extends
to about 150 km. The Wallops Island data [Taylor and Brinton, 1961] seems to favor
an initial abundance of NO , with about equal densities of NO and 0 at 140 km. The2
Arctic data [Johnson, Meadows, and Holmes, 1958] favors an initial abundance of 02+
but was taken under conditions of polar blackout, as compared with normal conditions
for the Wallops Island data. The calculations of Sagalyn, Smiddy, and Wisnia [1963]
indicate a 3/2 ratio of NO +/0+ at 150 km.
At about 150 km the 0 ion appears and gradually takes precedent so that it
represents 80% of the positive ion concentration at 200 km, and better than 95% of the
total ion concentration from 250-350 km.
It should be pointed out that electron and ion concentrations in the D layer can
increase by factors of 10 to 100 during solar disturbances. The charged particle
concentration is also known to increase with increasing geomagnetic latitude in the D
layer, changing by as much as a factor of 3 compared with its equatorial value.
4. 3 Analysis of Table I and Figure 3
Table I presents data indicating the influence of the ions on the conductivity at
various altitudes for a noon ionosphere. The fourth and fifth columns give the order of
magnitude of the affect of the ions on the tensor conductivity components. The computa-
tion is made assuming that the density of the underlined ion equals the electron density.
The single deviation is at 180 km where the two underlined ions each have a density equal
to half that of electrons.
In the 60 km region where negative ions are important (the total ion density is as
great as 15 times that of electrons) the table shows that an ion density (and therefore
conductivity) two orders of magnitude greater than that of electrons would make only a
1% change in a and virtually none in u . The same is true at 70 km where ions are less
than 10 times as dense as electrons.
TABLE I
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Phase Angle of the Propagation Constants for the Day Ionosphere Model;
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In the 80-100 km region q. is becoming more dependent on the positive ion
density and less on that of electrons. Although this is true, computation shows that cr
x
dominates the propagation vector, being an order of magnitude greater than s at 100 km.
The third column gives the magnitude of - /q taking into account electrons and an equal
number of positive ions. Since the ions as yet have little influence on U , propagation is
still very similar to a model in which ion density was neglected.
In the 100- 150 km range the NO and 0 ions are of equal importance, judging
2
from the rocket measurements. However, since they both have the same charge and
nearly equivalent mass, the conductivity assuming all the ions are NO+ is not in serious
error. Now the affect of the ions on o is equal to that of electrons, while ions completely
overpower electrons in o_. The phase of k3 is falling from 90 0 towards 00, while that
of k rises above 00 to a maximum of about 110, then decreases.
By the time an altitude of 250 km is reached 0 is the significant ion and the
phase of both k and k3 approaches 0 , though the two k's maintain different magnitudes.
Figure 3 shows the phase changes in the two modes of propagation as a function
of height. Only above 100 km do the ions effect a deviation from a purely electron
populated profile. Since k enters the wave solutions as exp [ikr], a 900 phase angle of
k or k3 represents pure attenuation, while 00 has no attenuation. In the absence of a
magnetic field both k and k3 would merge to one k at 450 for all altitudes.
k3 passes through a region of substantial damping from 100-200 km, so it is
likely that this wave will be completely attenuated by 200 km. It is possible that energy
in the k wave will reach 200 km. If such is the case, then it will propagate much higher
because the phase of k approaches 00 at 250 km.
The computations in Table I were carried out for a B field of .4 gauss. As the
field decreases, the conductivity approaches o7 .
In the region below 100 km P ~ 15 v.i and m. v >> m i . An ion density of
e i i i e e
50 times the electron density would be necessary to make a 1% change in U for the
isotropic case.
On the basis of the conclusions outlined in this section, the day model will ignore
the presence of ions below 70 km, and above this altitude it will take the positive ion
density equal to that of electrons.
4. 4 Ions in the Night Ionosphere
In the night ionosphere during quiet solar periods the Lyman alpha zone of
electrons does not extend below 85 km [Moler, 1960; Bourdeau, 1962]. The night flux
of cosmic rays, however, does produce electron densities of 10/cm3 at 80 km, decreasing
to near zero at 60 km. The large differences in electron density between the day and
night ionosphere in this zone are due to the attachment of cosmic ray produced electrons
to 02 molecules at night and subsequent photodetachment during the day. Therefore the
ion density in this region greatly exceeds that of electrons, possibly to the extent that
it will result in a substantial conductivity. To examine this possibility we consider the
data presented in Figure 5 of Moler [ 1960] and Figure 2 of Nicolet and Aikin [.1960].
At 60 km Moler shows that virtually all the electrons present during the day
attach at night. If n (number density of positive ions) remains at its day value given by
+ 3 3Nicolet and Aikin, then at night we should have n = n 10 /cm (n is the density of
S+ 6 -
negative ions). If the ions present are 0 N2 and 0 and taking i as 2 10 sec
9 1 2 29 in
then oL ~ 1/2 10 (ohm-meters) This is equivalent in conductivity to an electron
density of 1/cm3 at this height and is small enough to be neglected.
At 70 km the night electron density is still less than 10/cm3 and again nearly
+ 3 5 =1
all the day electrons attach at night. Taking n = n 10 and v = 5 - 10 sec then
9 3
uL~ 2 - 10. This ion density is equivalent to an electron density of only 1. 5/cm
and is again small enough to be neglected in the conductivity.
These estimates of o- due to the ions should represent an upper limit since it
was assumed there was no decrease in n+ from the day value, and that all the electrons
present during the day attach to form negative ions at night. The ion contribution to g-
x
is even less important than for oL since the cross-currents due to ions of opposite sign
tend to cancel.
At 80 km Moler shows the cosmic ray-produced night electron density at mid-
3latitudes reaching 10/cm In the absence of ions this is the altitude at which the model
profile would begin. Moler also shows that only about 15% of the electrons present
during the day remain at night. Therefore n /n ~ 5 and (n + n )/n ~ 11. This will
make a 20% change in oi computed just for electrons and no change in 0- . Since at this
2xaltitude o ~ 10 u the ions can only make a 2% change in k.
Therefore ions need only be consideied above 85 km where the election density
becomes significant. The nighttime composition of ions [Bourdeau, 1962] is very
similar to that during the day.
The above estimates are valid for the entire range of geomagnetic field strength.
Below 80 km i. >> 4, O;so o_ ~ u I " o (for ions) even when the B field is .4 Gauss.
4. 5 The Transition to Alfven Waves
The low frequencies characteristic of the cavity modes are close to the transition
region between electromagnetic and hydromagnetic propagation. The Appleton expression
for the index of refraction extended to include positive ions and the Maxwell equations
sufficiently describe the waves below 250 km where the cavity problem will be terminated.
All the model results for the spherical problem will be for longitudinal propagation where
k2 2 2 2 -1 -1
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which is the velocity obtained from Alfven's formula using only the density of charged
matter.
4. 6 The Conductivity Resonance
The expressions for o and u are clearly frequency dependent, and at high
-Lx
altitudes (200 km and above) they exhibit a resonant phenomenon which could have
profound affects on the wave propagation. This resonance is due entirely to the ionic
2 2
term in the conductivity at 200 km and above, where H i
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Figure 4
The Conductivity Resonance of o- at 200 km.
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Figure 4 is a plot of the real and imaginary parts of u,
case of S2H = 30 vi, which is roughly the case at 200 km.
for the slightly damped
When B = .4 Gauss, OH ~ 240H
rad/sec which, at 38 cps, is above the anticipated fourth mode frequency of 26. 5 cps.
Decreasing the B field, however, lowers the resonant frequency 0H right into the range
of the first four cavity modes. The vertical scale in Figure 4 is normalized to
el. = - 1. At higher altitudes where v - 0 ,uj -o 0 and [ R - infinity at
CO =H'
Since og has the same denominator as the ion part of o , it behaves the same
way. , The question of interest is whether the index of refraction exhibits similar
behavior.
For longitudinal propagation
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where Q H is a positive number. There is no resonance to the electron conductivity
since wH >> co. Also, since 0H is positive, there is no resonance to k . There is,
however, for k3 when co ~ H for small v. Reference to Figure 3 will show that k3 is
the wave which is more heavily damped in the 100-200 km zone.
Numerical results show that this zone is only on the order of several skin depths
deep at 14 cps in the night ionosphere with radial B0 = .4 Gauss. This means that an
appreciable portion of low frequency cavity energy in the k3 wave can reach this altitude.
The problem of the k3 wave encountering a conductivity resonance is avoided, however,
as is apparent from skin depth results in Chapter 5. For a B field of . 4 Gauss the
highest mode frequencies discussed are below the ion gyrofrequency by about 10 cps.
Decreasing the magnitude of the B field lowers the gyrofrequency, but it also decreases
the skin depth for the k3 wave. By the time 0 H is comparable to w, the wave energy
is either damped out or reflected before it can reach an altitude where V . is small
enough to allow a conductivity resonance.
There is enough damping and reflection below 200 km in the day model so that
cavity waves will not penetrate into the region of possible conductivity resonance, even
for the case of a radial B field of . 4 Gauss.
CHAPTER V
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS FOR N-LAYER MODELS
This chapter presents the machine computation results for several cavity models
which will illustrate both qualitatively and quantitatively the affect of the geomagnetic
field on the resonant mode properties and also on the nature of the propagation of the
cavity waves. Models range in complexity from several layers in the cylindrical cavity
to 50 or 60 layers in the spherical cavity for the night ionosphere where the anisotropic
conductivity allows propagation to altitudes of over 200 km.
5. 1 The Cylindrical Model
Since this model will be used primarily to predict general results of the cavity
modes rather than the more specific results left to the spherical problem, several
simplifications are allowed in defining the conductivity profile. The ionosphere above
100 km will be treated as one layer of constant properties. Certainly this does not fit
the real case, but it will not alter any of the conclusions to be drawn here. Figure 5
illustrates how the model electron density profile fits the data of Moler [1960] (dotted
curve). Only electrons are considered in this case, therefore, this description is
limited to the real cavity properties below 100 km where ions are unimportant. The
conductivity computations at the bottom of Figure 5 were made using a collision frequency
appropriate to the middle of each layer, and B = .44 Gauss. In Zone 111 v = 2 - 104 secI.0 e
which is appropriate at about 115 km.
Table II summarizes the numerical results of the cylindrical cavity. Cases a
and b are done for a radial B field of , 44 Gauss, cases c and d for the isotropic problem,
and case e for an axial B field. Case e is seen to be equivalent to propagation around
the equator, since the propagation direction both in the air and in the ionosphere is
always perpendicular to the geomagnetic field. Cases b and e use the same conductivity
profile, the wave solutions are different due to a different magnetic field direction.
The following observations are made of Table II results. Identical results for
cases c and d indicate that the wave energy in the isotropic case never reaches as high
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TABLE II
Model Results for 3-Layer Cylindrical Problem
Mode Ordern=1 n =2 n =3 n= 4fo, Q f 0 , Q f ,Q f 0 , Q
a. B0 = Br = .44 Gauss
Perfect Reflector at
100 km
b. B0 -B r - .44 Gauss
Zone III of Finite
Conductivity
c. B 0 = 0 Perfect
Reflector at 100 km
d. B 0 = 0 Zone III of
Finite Conductivity
e. B0 = B z = . 44 Gauss
Zone III of Finite
Conductivity
5.8,40
5.6,8
6. 65, 15
6. 65, 15
6. 1, 14
11. 5, > 100
11.3,9
13.4, 19
13.4, 19
12,5, 16
17. 1, >100
17.1, 9
20.2,22
20.2,22
18. 8, 17
22. 5, >100
22.8, 8
27. 1,24
27.1,24
25. 3, 19
as 100 km, since changing Zone III from a finite conducting layer to a perfect reflector
at 100 km has no affect on the cavity response.
When a radial B field of .44 Gauss is introduced, several important changes
occur. The cavity losses which had been dissipative in the isotropic case are now due
primarily to energy leaking out of the cavity. The Q's in case a are higher than in
case c because less energy is dissipated below 100 km, and none of it can escape the
cavity due to the perfect reflector at the top. Case b has lower Q's than either case a
or c because the energy is now propagating in non-dissipative modes which leak out of
the cavity with less reflection at each layer boundary than in the isotropic case.
The presence of the geomagnetic field has also caused a general lowering of
the resonant frequencies by about n cycles for the nth mode, as can be observed by
comparing cases b and c. Only slight frequency differences occur between cases a and
b; it is mainly the difference in the Q's in these two problems which gives a measure of
the importance of considering the ionosphere above 100 km in the anisotropic problem.
Comparison of cases b and e gives a measure of the effect of changing the geomagnetic
field from radial to axial. The resonant frequencies in the axial case have increased
n thby roughly - cycles for the n mode over the radial field case, and the Q's have
approximately doubled, Clearly the axial field results are closer to the isotropic case
than the radial field results. Indeed, it was pointed out in Chapter IV that when only
2 2 4 2
electrons contribute to the conductivity, k = k (where k = k2 + k /k ). The wave
solutions for cases d and e remain different, but both problems support only a TE mode
with a propagation constant equal to k 11  Analytical results indicate that for a single
infinite layer ionosphere cases d and e should give identical results for just electrons.
A simple extrapolation in the case b of a radial field can be made to translate
frequencies of the cylindrical cavity to a spherical one by multiplying by the factor
N1 n(n+ 1)/n 2 If this is done the first four cavity frequencies of case b become 7. 9,
13.8, 19.7, and 25.6 eps, respectively. These are at least comparable to the measured
peaks of Balser and Wagner [1960].
The fact that energy dissipation is higher in the isotropic media than the anisotropic
one can be explained as follows. Writing J = o E and using the T given by Equation
(1. 3. 10) for a radial B field,
(a) Jr = u11 Er
(b) J E +u Ez
(c) J = E +a E
z x6 1 z
Reference to Equations (C. 2. 4) in Appendix II indicates that E
Applying (5. 1. 2) to (5. 1. 1),
J 1 - x
Jz = Ez x
The dissipation losses of a medium are given by
P = fff J - EdT where T =
Now J and E are both complex vector functions of position and time.
losses over time, then
1J - E =
If we average the
[ER * JR + E J il 5.1.4
where R and I denote the real and imaginary parts of the vectors E and J.
E as the complex conjugate of E, then
J - E = IRe J E
Substituting expressions (5. 1. 1-a) and (5. 1. 3) into (5. 1. 5),
If we define
5. 1.5
1J - E = 1 R2 e 1 1
2 2
xiu) (j E + 1 EI)I
2
where E E = E I , etc.
r rr
5. 1. 1
= + i E0 z 5.1.2
5.1.3
volume
5. 1. 6
In the isotropic case where only the TE mode is excited
J- E = I R (I E 12 + LE I2) 5.1.72 e 11 r 0
As an example to compare (5. 1. 6) and (5. 1. 7) we shall evaluate J - E at 100 km
in the two cases. The collision frequency at this altitude is still high enough so that the
conductivity terms are real. Therefore (5. 1. 6) becomes
J - E = 2a (1E 0 1 + lE 2 ) + 1 Er 2 5.1.8
where E and E are the same order of magnitude.
0 z -8 -6 
-4
At 100 km for a B field of .4 Gauss ~10 , U ~ 10 and u ~ 10 . Although
Er is a factor of (kr) smaller than E or E o is large enough compared with a
to make the longitudinal and transverse losses of (5. 1. 8) the same order of magnitude.
In the isotropic case Er << E, so
1 2
J - E 2 1 E 2 5.1.92 11 0
Since u >> o (the factors of I E 12) the losses are much greater for the isotropic
case. This applies to both anisotropic modes.
Figures 6 and 7 show a sample plot of the frequency structure of the modes for
the axial magnetic field case. The program prints out the magnitude of one of the field
components (tangential H) measured at the earth's surface as a function of frequency for
each value of mode number n. The problem treats each mode as if it were the only one
excited; therefore there is no reason why the plots for n = 1 and n = 2, say, should have
the same amplitude at 9 cps. The power overlap of adjacent modes is sufficiently small
to make only a negligible change in the peak frequency and Q of any particular mode.
The delta function source in the model puts an equal amount of energy into each mode.
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5.2 The Spherical Model
As was pointed out earlier, solutions for the cavity modes of this model are limited
to the case of longitudinal propagation. This fits the real ionosphere only in the
vicinity of the magnetic poles, where the field is indeed radial. Furthermore, since the
model properties only change from one spherical shell to the next, being constant
within each shell, only radial conductivity differences are included. An estimate of the
average mode properties of the real cavity will be made by considering the extreme
cases of completely day or night ionospheres separately. The affect on the results due
to the fact that propagation is partially transverse throughout the real cavity will be
estimated by extrapolating from the general results of the cylindrical problem.
The conductivity profile was fitted in step fashion to the real data as was done in
the cylindrical case, but now with a much closer approximation. It was found that as
long as the layer thickness was kept less than one-tenth the shortest wavelength used
in each layer, a closer approach to the continuous case by using much thinner layers only
changed the amplitude of the response by a few per cent at resonance, and made no
change away from the peak. A summary of the data to which the models were fitted
will be presented at the end of this chapter.
Analysis of Tables III and IV
Tables III and IV present a summary of the data for a typical noon and night
ionosphere under quiet solar conditions. Results are presented for three different
strengths of magnetic field: B = . 4 Gauss to correspond to polar conditions; B = 10~
Gauss to correspond to isotropic conditions; and B = . 2 Gauss to show that there is
something of a smooth transition between the two former.
The general increase in peak frequency with decreasing B field, both in the day
and night models, is the same trend as was observed in the cylindrical problem. Notice
that the magnitude of this change is much more dramatic in the night problem than the
day.
The peak frequency of the night model is always higher than the equivalent day
case. This can also be observed in the isotropic model of Galejs [1962].
TABLE III
PEAK FREQUENCIES FOR LONGITUDINAL PROPAGATION
B= .4 Gauss B = .2 Gauss B = 10~4 Gauss
DAY n= 1
n 2
n= 3
n =4
NIGHT n= 1
n =2
n= 3
n= 4
7.7
13.3
18.9
24.4
8. 5
15.0
21.5
27.8
TABLE IV
Q's FOR LONGITUDINAL PROPAGATION
B = .4 Gauss B = . 2 Gauss B = 10-4 Gauss
DAY n= 1
n =2
n =3
n =4
NIGHT n =1
n 2
n =3
n =4
7.7
13.4
19.1
24.7
7.9
13.8
19.6
25.4
9.6
16.8
23.9
30.9
8.7
15.2
21.8
28.3
The day and night results for the case B = .4 Gauss should give the closest fit to
the real case when their average is considered. The actual cavity has walls whose
surface area is one half day and one half night ionosphere. Therefore the simplest
estimate of the average cavity frequencies is to average the day and night peaks, giving
8. 1, 14.2, 20.2, and 26. 1 cps respectively. These compare favorably with the
measured frequencies of 7. 8, 14. 1, 20.3, and 26.5 cps given by Balser and Wagner
[1960].
In a discussion of the Q's presented in Table IV, two points should be considered.
First, in the night model, there is a general increase in the Q with decreasing magnetic
field, as was the case in the cylindrical problem. In the day model this is only noticeable
in the first mode; the Q in higher modes remains roughly the same. Secondly, for the
more important case of B = . 4 Gauss, the Q is higher for the day model than the night.
This is somewhat unexpected since the dissipation losses should be higher for a noon
ionosphere due to a higher charge density at any height than at night. The explanation
is that the layers in the day ionosphere below 85 km, while they cause some dissipation,
also reflect some wave energy back inside the cavity. In a night ionosphere a wave
reaches 85 km with no losses, but similarly no reflection. From this height up to
200 km the k3 wave passes through a region of high enough attenuation both for a day
model (see Figure 3) and a night model (see Figure 8) that most of its energy should be
dissipated or returned to the cavity. The kI wave, however, experiences only minor
losses between 100 and 150 km in both models, so there is a chance of this energy
leaking out of the cavity and lowering the Q as a result. Model results showed that for
a day model cavity energy was confined below 150 km, but for the night model it
propagated well above 200 km into the lossless region of real propagation constant. Once
energy gets above 200 km, it is lost to the cavity. Therefore the day model has higher
dissipation but more energy reflected back into the cavity below 150 km than the night
model which was able to save more of its energy from frictional losses only to lose it
all in the lossless sink above 200 km.
An explanation of how the height of propagation of cavity energy was determined
is in order at this point. All problems were run with both the layer of infinite extent
Figure 8
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and the perfectly reflecting layer at the top of the model. When the cavity response
as determined from the amplitude of H agreed to at least two figures in the two cases,
it was assumed that an insignificant amount of cavity energy reached that altitude. This
figure then is a maximum altitude of penetration. It was 118 km for the night isotropic
case, 94 km for the day isotropic case, and 150 km for B = .4 Gauss in the day model.
Some argument for these height estimates is presented in the skin depth vs. height
graphs of Figures 9, 10, and 11.
Analysis of Figures 9, 10 and 11
Figure 9 shows that in the isotropic problem the skin depth drops to a few
kilometers by 90 km in the day and by 110 km at night. Higher frequencies damp out
faster as is the case for frequency-independent conductivity. There is only one wave
mode present here.
Figure 10 for a day model of .4 Gauss shows the two waves, with k3 the more
heavily damped, as in Figures 3 and 8. Above 100 km the ions play a strong role in
determining the propagation constants. The net result is to make both k1 and k3 real
above an altitude of 250 km. The intermediate region of 100-250 km is one of gradual
change towards real propagation constants and longer skin depths. This is really a
joint effect due to the presence of the ions and the decreasing ion collision frequency
with altitude. The ions make o comparable in magnitude to o, and the decreasing
collision frequency makes 09essentially imaginary above 200 km. At the same time the
ion affect is comparable to that of electrons in ou, and the decreasing collision frequency
makes ox real above 200 km. Since k2 = AW(io T ), k, and k become real and their
skin depths correspondingly increase.
Figures 10 and 11 show that for any given height the skin depth for a wave of
particular frequency in the day model is shorter than the skin depth for the same wave
at night; this is because the charge density is greater during the day.
If the mode energy is not damped out before an altitude of 160 km in the night
model, then it is essentially lost to the cavity. The strongest wave at this point would
be k,, and the skin depth at 160 km is several hundred kilometers and still rising. The
approximations made in the conductivity derivation are valid up to 400 km in the night
50
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ionosphere. However, extending the model this far is of little value, since the additional
lossless region will not help terminate the problem.
Several different terminating layers were used on the night model with B = .4 Gauss.
These layers had conductive properties appropriate to various heights between 200 and
300 km and they all produced identical results in the problem.
The 6 i Cross -over at 120 km
It should be noticed both on Figure 10 and Figure 11 that at about 120 km the skin
depth for the 20 cps wave becomes longer than that for the 8 cps wave. This is not due
to a conductivity resonance, since only the k3 wave experiences that. It is, however,
due to the frequency dependence of the conductivity. Consider the following table for the
night model, B = .4 Gauss.
Altitude k1 ki(20) 6(8) 0 (20)
115 km 3.33- 10-5 5.12 ' 10-5 10.70 8.80
124 km 3.61 10-5 6.06 - 10 5 74 0 8.10
Imaginary
where k
01
Real
and k (8) is the magnitude of k at 8 cps, 01(8) is the phase of kI at 8 cps, etc.
Both at 115 km and 124 km the magnitude of kI is greater at 20 than at 8 cps. At
115 km k(20) is slightly closer to the real axis than k(8) but its magnitude is still great
enough compared with k(8) that k1(20) > k1(8); so 6 (20) < 6 (8). (I indicates imaginary).
At 124 km k(20) is much closer to the real axis than k(8), so even though
k(20) > k(8), k 1(20) < k1 (8) and 6 (20) > 6 (8).
Figure 12
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Extent of the Ionosphere which Affects Cavity Waves
It has already been pointed out that the night model with B = .4 Gauss was the
one which had so little frictional loss and reflection that a considerable portion of the
wave energy leaked out of the cavity. Perhaps one estimate of how much energy is
escaping can be obtained by comparing the Q's for models with a reflecting and an open
top. This is done for the second mode, as an example, in Figure 12. The Q for the
reflecting layer model is about 20, while that for the infinite layer model is about 10.
This means that the losses per cycle are twice as great for the open top model, which
is more appropriate to the real ionosphere case. In other words, half the losses in the
model terminated by an infinite layer are caused by energy leaking out into the lossless
medium above 200 km. The reflecting layer was placed at 190 km.
No general statement will be made for all the modes concerning the energy which
leaks out of the cavity, since the fourth mode of the reflecting layer problem actually
showed a minimum where a peak occurred for the infinite layer solution.
A method to examine more quantitatively the energy distribution in the two waves
as a function of height would be to use the results for H and H at the earth's surface
determined here, and then solve the problem layer by layer for the coefficients of the
four waves vs height, the four waves being + k and + k3'
The Affect of Transverse Propagation
The results for the cylindrical problem seem to indicate that the affect of
transverse propagation is to shift the peak frequencies toward the isotropic solution,
which means a general increase in the values for a model in which propagation is entirely
longitudinal. This increase would only improve the fourth mode average results, while
raising the frequencies of the first three modes above the experimentally measured
average.
General
The mode properties were found by studying the character of H, , but the same
structure is observed in H . H was chosen because it is the component excited
Figure 13
The Phase of Tangential H Measured at the Earth s Surface for the Second
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directly by the source and was always an order of magnitude greater than H . The phase
of either of these components also indicates the resonant point by where it passes
through zero, as indicated in Figure 13. Furthermore, the slope of this curve as it
passes through the point of zero phase angle is a qualitative measure of the Q; a greater
slope indicates a higher Q, in general.
All observations of mode structure were made on the infinite layer type problem.
This model appears closer to the real case than a model with a reflecting top layer.
Figures 14-17 summarize the amplitude spectra for four important models in
the spherical case. The data in Tables III and IV comes directly from these figures.
Figures 18-21 summarize the data used in the models to determine the conductivity
of each layer.
The results of Figures 14-17 express the response of the cavity at a frequency f
when the nth mode is excited by a vertical electric dipole of exp( -i 2rft) dependence.
The computations have assumed a source which was described mathematically as a
discontinuity in E of unit magnitude for each frequency and mode. In order to normalize
the amplitude spectrum results to the response of a white light source, three factors
must be considered.
First, so far as E is concerned, the source is a delta function at 6=0. Spherical
harmonic analysis shows that the coefficient for the nth mode of the delta function ex-
pansion should be (2n+l)/2. Second, examination of the E field indicates that the am-
plitude of the dipole source term is frequency dependent and is given by A= I ds/47rE 0 ,
where I and ds are the dipole element current and length, respectively. And third, since
the problem treats the modes as independent, the power in the nth mode should be in-
creased by the overlapping power in all the other modes.
The combination of the first two factors leaves the relative peak amplitudes of
Figures 14-17 virtually unchanged, since (2n+'1)/f .36 for n= 1-4. As was mentioned
earlier, the overlapping power from adjacent modes makes a negligible change at the
mode peaks. The 11w factor in A produces a slight shift in peak frequencies towards
lower values, but the spectrum Q's are high enough so that this is not more than .1 cps.
Raemer [1961] points out that the white light source spectrum should be modified by a
factor which decreases exponentially in frequency to fit the power spectrum of the real
lightning sources.
F igure 14
Amplitude Spectrum for a Day Ionosphere; Radial B = .4 Gauss
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Amplitude Spectrum for a Day Ionosphere; Radial B = 10~4 Gauss
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Figure 16
Amplitude Spectrum for the Night Ionosphere: Radial BO = .4 Gauss
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Figure 17
Amplitude Spectrum for the Night Ionosphere; Radial Bo = 10~4 Gauss
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Concluding Remarks
One consistent observation which has not yet been discussed is the fact that
the Q in the model results is always much higher than the experimental Q's of 4 to 6
measured by Balser and Wagner [1960]. Two features of the real cavity waves which
could lower the measured Q are time variations in cavity properties and the asymmetry
due to the geomagnetic field.
Short term variations of the mode structure which are averaged in time can
only lower the experimental Q relative to the instantaneous Q, which is what the model
measures. Balser and Wagner [1962] have shown that there are diurnal peak frequency
drifts on the order of half a cycle. Their measurements are generally based on the
statistical analysis of 3 minute real-time samples of the cavity noise. Unfortunately
any attempt to observe the cavity properties for a much shorter time decreases the
statistical reliability of the analysis.
The model has treated a symmetrical cavity with the source at 0 = 0. This
allowed a spherical harmonic description which excluded the longitudinal dependence.
In the real cavity the combination of the geomagnetic field and the sun effect an
asymmetry for a source at any position that can only be described by the associated
Legendre polynomials in the harmonic analysis. With this description the nth mode
consists of 2n+ 1 waves which have different angular dependence and may therefore have
slightly different peak frequencies. The model only considers the lowest order wave in
each 2n+ I set. Experimentally the summation of all the waves is observed. This can
only lower the Q of a mode consisting of a single wave.
Suggestions for Further Work
Several complicating factors dealt with rather lightly here require further
investigation if we are to fully understand the cavity properties.
One problem is that of incorporating into the model the non-radial conductivity
changes. Real cavity effects of the day-night ionosphere, as an example, might be
attacked by a relaxation technique in a two -dimensional cavity model in which the
homogeneous layers were divided into sectors. This solution would give more realistic
frequencies for the day-night cavity, as opposed to the method of computing the response
due to average cavity properties, or using the average of the day and night model
frequencies.
It would seem advantageous to pursue the cylindrical cavity model further and
examine the problem of propagation in an anisotropic medium at an arbitrary angle to
the geomagnetic field. This would give a quantitative estimate of how the cavity response
changes in the region between purely longitudinal and transverse propagation.
Several avenues of investigation have been opened by recent experimental
evidence. Balser and Wagner [1962] have presented a detailed analysis on the diurnal
frequency variations of the first four modes which as yet has not yielded to a satisfactory
explanation. Sudden conductivity disturbances caused by such phenomena as cosmic ray
bursts from the sun and high altitude nuclear detonations may be treated as perturbation
effects to determine their influence on the cavity properties.
Revised estimates of the conductivity parameters of the D layer, with emphasis
on the ion composition, may warrant new calculations in the present model. Ion density
profiles may be in error by one or two orders of magnitude in this region, and the lack
of conclusive experimental data leaves something to be desired in this zone.
Summary of Data:
a. Daytime Electron Density
Gardner-Pawsey see Bourdeau [1962]
Aikin
Nicolet and Aikin, see Reference [1960]
Moler, See Ref. [1960]
Profile above 100 km, see "Handbook of Geophysics,' [1960]
b. Daytime Collision Frequencies
Johnson, see Ref. [1961]
Chapman, see Ref. [1956]
Huxley Lab. , see Ref. [1953]
c. Nighttime Electron Density
NASA Rockets, see Bourdeau [19621
Air Force Data, see ''Handbook of Geophysics,' [1960]
d. Nighttime Collision Frequencies
Same references as in (b).
LIST OF SYMBOLS
e = electron charge (taken as a positive quantity).
-1P = collision frequency in sec .
w = angular frequency of electromagnetic wave in rad/sec.
= propagation constant in free space
m .
e,i
= mass of electron, ion
eB
cv = --H m
e
eB
H mi
= electron gyrofrequency
- ion (single charge) gyrofrequency
y = magnetic permittivity of free space
- = conductivity in (ohm-meters)~1
= geomagnetic field strength
E = electric field vector
H = magnetic field vector
Solution of the Equations of Motion of the Plasma for the Conductivity Tensor
In addition to the definitions in Section 1. 3 the following terms are defined:
Plasma density p = N. m. + N m = N m A.p i i e e p
Neutral density p = N m A.
nn n
Plasma momentum p = N. m. + N m A.p p 1 1 1 e e e
Plasma velocity = v
Since N =N =N ,p =N (m. + m v)
1 e p p p p i i e e
and J =eN (v.- v)
We assume mn ~m
Solving (A. 1. 4)and (A. 1. 5) fort. and ye
ie
~v. = Y + bJ
p
v =v - bJe D m
where b = m IN e (m +m.)
e p e 1
= i w and adding Equations (1. 3. 2) and 1. 3. 3)
V +N v mp p p en e
+N v. m. (v"pp in 1 p
+bj - v) = J xB
n
Multiplying (1. 3. 2) by m and (1. 3. 3) by me and subtracting
1. 1
1.2
A. 1. 4
A. 1. 5
Using at
A.1.6
A.1.7
p me
bj- v n) A. 1. 8
APPENDIX I.
iW m m - -m.m v.i e e i e ie e + N m. m v (Ve p i e p en
N m b j (v m + v m )-v N m. m (v -V)
p i en i in e n p i e en in
=-e N E (m. + m )- e N (m + m ) v x B + e N b
p i e p i e p p
mi(J x B) 
-
Using (A. 1. 6) and (A. 1. 7) Equation (1. 3. 1) can be solved for v .
v
n
= a + p J
p
where a =
A. 1. 10
N (m i-' m vp e en i in
N (m i .v mp e en i in n
N m. b (p. -V )p i in en
N (m. v. + m v ) - iwpp i in e en n
Substituting (A. 1. 10) into (A. 1. 8) and solving for v,
v =
p
OJ + '(JxB)
N v mp en e
-iop +N (v m +
p p en e
)+ N v. m.p in 1
in i
-iwp + N (i- m + v. m.) (1l-a)
p p en e in i
Now substituting (A. 1. 11) and (A . 1. 10) into (A - 1. 9),
c0 J +c J x B + c2 (JxB)xB = -eN
c mime0e
mE A. 1. 12
(iW - V ie )+Np m me (pen - Vin)E
- N m. b (v m. + . m ) - g N m. m (v - v. ) - a ON m m (v - v. )p i en i in e p i e en in p ie en in
- v )in
A. 1. 9
where E =
(-b+#)
A. 1. 11
where
(m,b+# p
1 p i e en in p i e en in
2
-eN b + e N,
p m e
m E
c 2 = e N m I
In the altitude range up to 200 km. for a typical day ionosphere [Johnson, 1961]
Altitude
100 km.
150 km.
200 km.
200 km.
Pen
4 - 104
2 103
7 102
7 102
"in
me
2 - 103
20
2
2
Ion
vin
11 10 7
11 10 5
11 -104
6 104
Therefore, at least below 200 km. m. v >> m e-
1 in e en
NO+
NO+
NO+
0+
A. 1.13
Using data of Francis and Karplus [1960], p. 3597, Table 4, and Johnson [1961] at a
frequency of w = 100 rad. sec.
Altitude
100 km.
160 km.
200 km.
~1, again
1013
5- 10 10
1010
for a day ionosphere,
10 2
102
10 2
Therefore a valid approximation in this region is Nn w >>
m imn pn w >> N m 1Pin
It has been shown in (A . 1. 13) that m. v. >> m v , so1 in e en
2 - 103
3 - 105
3- 105
N in.
A. 1. 14p n >> N (m. v. + m e )en)
But since
Using the approximations (A. 1. 13) and (A. 1. 14) reduces the complexity of the coefficients.
Np vin
-io Nn
em
me
N em
p
in - "en)
-io N
n
Ven ~')in
Vi- iW
1
N m (vin 
- ic)
Applying the above definitions in conjunction with (A. 1. 13) and (A. 1. 14), and recalling
that at these altitudes m. > 10
I
mi me
c = e
0 e
c = - in
2 v i oin
(i - V -
e
e en
Equation (A. 1. 12) becomes, using these expressions for c0 , c1 , and c2'
Smg me
J .mi (io -e ie
e
+ .V - iC0in
en i
(JxB)xB =
To solve this equation for the resistivity tensor in spherical coordinates,
=r (J0 B - J B 0 )+ 0 Q Br
+ < (Jr B 0 - J Br)
(J x B)
-eN mE
p
J x B -Jr B )
(J x B) x B = r [B (J Br -JrB ) - B (jB BBr
+ 0 [Br jrB - J 0Br) - B 0 (JB - J B)
+ [B 0 (JB - J B0 ) - Br <B - rB )]
With the notation
e ei
me
xNe2 e ~ i
p
1
N e
p
N = m(v i -ko)
equation (A. 1. 12) becomes
E = xJ + y (J x B) - z (J x B) x B
When B = B0, B = B = 0,(A. 1. 15) becomes
Err
E
E 0
x+B z0
-yB
0
OR, Ei = R J.1 1] J
0
2
x+Bn z
(x+B z) +y2B
0  0
yBO 0
(x+B2 32 4-y2B2-
0
-y B
(x+B2z) +y 2B
2
x + BO z
(x+B2 z)2 +y 2B20 0
(A. 1. 15)
Jr7
JOy B0
2
x+B z0
R I
- cT~. -ii
1
x
0
0
Let U-11 x m (v -i)e e
Sinc m ( - i) m.(v. i2) n only has a contribution from the electrons.
Let
2
=x + B0 z
(x+B20 Z+y2B
Again using the approximation that m. (V -io i) >> m (V1 1 e e ic), where v. = v.1 in
which was used in the derivation of the resitivity tensor, this is equal to the definition
of
Ne2 L e -1i
m [(V -iw)2 + ]
_ e e H
1 i+ mi~ -iw) 2 + S22
11 HI
as given by Johnson [1961 ] when the same approximation is applied.
Similarly if u = ( B
x (xB 2 z0
U = Ne 2 H
xI e [(e - H ]
rBO h)2+ y 2B 2  thsis equivalent to0
m1 [( - ic)2 +
The derivation of the resistivity tensor for the two remaining geomagnetic
orientations, namely B0
when B = BO'
= B0 and B = B, follow in a manner analogous to the case
Ne 21
The Wave Solutions for Anisotropic Media
A. Cylindrical Coordinates, Geomagnetic Field in the z Direction
The conductivity tensor, given by (1. 3. 14), (where cylindrical z takes the place
of spherical ^#) is
(.. =lj -07x
0
0
0
LT1 1
The two vector equations (2. 1. 1) and (2. 1.2), when written out in each of their
three components, yield six partial differential equations composed of two independent
sets of three equations each.
One of these sets is the TE mode and involves the vectors E E , and H as
follows:
a 0+ 1 -Er 
- ipoH A.2. 1
ar r r ae z
= ac B +u E
E r x 0
x Er + 6_
Using = in, the above equations may be solved simultaneously for any one of the
vectors. Choosing Hz results in a partial differential equation (where prime indicates
2
[ - n 2+ k
z. r2 -
uW Ux )2 =0
kL
which is recognized as Bessel's Equation.
1 8Hz
r a
a Hz
Br
A.2.2
A.2.3
H + H
z r
A PPENDIX II.
The solution of (A. 2. 4) applicable here is
H = a H (k r) , k 2
z n n p p
4
= 2 kx
L k2
where H is a Hankel function of order n.
n
Solving for the remaining components
anPw
Er = 4
r kT+k
-L x
E _ ani
k4+
x
[ - pwo- H
x n
(k r)
p
. n H (k r)
x r n p
2 n
11 r
[ (k r)
n p
- k H (k r)I
- n p
The time and angular dependence will not be repeated; all vectois have the same(1)
exp (inO ist) factor. It is understood that there are solutions Hn for the outgoing wave
(z)
and H
n
and E
z
for the incoming wave.
The other set of three partial differential equations contains the vectors Hr, HO,
and describes the TM mode.
1 8E
r 86 = ipo H. A.2.8
A.2.9SipcHBr 0
+ lo- - I a
ar r r 8O
= - E11 z A.2. 10
Notice that this set does not containL or u and hence is a mode of propagation
unaffected by the magnetic field.
Solution of these three equations gives the known TM mode for isotropic media
(a) E = b H (kir)
z n n ( 1 r
A.2. 11(b) H = b n H (k r)
r n por n (k 1 1r
(c) Hg b H (k r)0 n pow n 11
A.2. 5
A.2.6
A.2.7
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The TM mode has its only electric field vector parallel to the geomagnetic field,
so v x B terms in the equations of motion are zero.
B. Cylindrical Coordinates, Geomagnetic Field in the 6 Direction
The conductivity tensor is given by (1.3. 12)
07,
0
x
x
0
L~
9 1
0
Separating the Maxwell equations with this definition of u..
1J
1 8Ez(a) I a__
r a6
(b) - z= i/W H8 r 0
(c) +8r r
(d) - z =
r ao
-- Er
r a6 = iPo H
B. 2. 1
SE r -u Ex z
(e) r ~ 1 E
(f) +IHg_ 1 aHr
ar r r a
= . E +u- E
x r I z
The terms containing o couple the six equations in (B. 2. 1) so they may not be separated
into two independent sets as when Bz = B There will still be two modes of propagation,
but now each mode will contain all six components of E and H.
= iso H
Simultaneous solution of Equations (B. 2. 1) for E (r)
z
differential equation
4
+ - E
r z
S(k 2+k )
z 11 p
results in the fourth order
+ E (kf2 + 3k )
r 11 p
where k
p
=k
±L
+ E (k k 2 ) = 0
z 11p
4
+
I
2 2The approximation k2 r >> n'
is justified at the close of Section 2. 2
The solution of (B. 2. 2) is
+ ik r
E an e- P
z r1/2
and E
B. 2.2
has been made in the derivation of (B. 2.2); this
B. 2.3
e _ i k1 1 r
=
b n r3/2 B.24
Once Ez is known the remaining components of E and H by substituting back into
Equations (B. 2. 1)
For the k mode
p
eikp r
(a) E = an e 1/2
r
(b) E 0 = a e kPr
e ikpr
(c) E = a ikp
z n r1/2
(d) H an n eikpr
r uwr 3 /2
(e) H = -I ane ikpripco r l72
(T
n kp UX
a- (k2 - k2
p 1
B. 2.5
(ik - )
p 2r
I"I III "
E
z
80
(f) H = an e ikpr n uli Tx
z r 3/ 2  (kp-k 1 )
Notice that for B -+ 0, k -- k = k and o - 0. Therefore in Equations (B. 2.5)
E , E0 , H -- 0 and only the TM mode remains. -c/(u --11) goes to zero as the
geomagnetic field goes to zero for conductivities which include both electrons and ions.
For the k mode the vector solutions are
ikiIr
(a) E = nb eb-1
r n r3/ 2  911 -
b- bn eikllr(b) E =(k + )
0 I-ll r i/2 11 2r
iki ir
(c) E = bn e no-x
z r 3/ 2  0 ig -1ap
2 iki ir
(d) Hr = bn n52 eir 
- 1- U
11 p
(e) H = kb -eikll --(e)A HW k 1  r 3 / 2  CT- PC
11p
eiklIir
(f) H = -ib
z n ri/2
As before, when B - 0, x / (U -- )-+ 0 and E Z, H , H -- 0. In this case of isotropic
0 p 11 z r 6
propagation only the TE mode (E, B0 , Hz) remains.
C. Cylindrical Coordinates, Geomagnetic Field in the r Direction
The conductivity tensor from (1. 3. 10) is
U-11 0 0
T = 0 C- C
0 -a- CT
x
and the Maxwell equations are expressed as
(a) 1 aEz
r 6O
(b) - aEr
= is WHr
= ij HO
(c) a + ! 1( r r r
(d) _ z . E
r 86 11 r
(e) a Hr
(f) 
+
ar
- L Eo + x Ez
li 1 aHr
r r ao -a x E0 + o Ez
Again as in the case where B0 = B0 the co terms manage to couple equations (C. 2. 1)
so that each of the two modes of propagation will contain all components of E and H.
Simultaneous solution of (C. 2. 1) for E (r) results in the fourth order
equation
E + 2 -z + 2kE
z r I z
differential
+ 2k2 Ez
I r
+ E (k4 +k ) =
z Ix
where it has been assumed that k2 r2 >> n2 and k2 r2
The solution of (C. 2. 2) for the radial dependence of E
z
Ez (r) = an
ikr
e
r1/2 ,
2 2 2k = k + ik
aEr
80 = ipw H
C. 2. 1
C.2.2
2> n
C.2.3
where the (+) sign indicates the two different modes.
The solution for the remaining field components is
ikr
(a) Er k 2 r 3 /2
ikr
(b) E = i an e-
(c)
(ik + )
ikr
e
z = an r/
C.2.4
ikr
(d) H = nane
r yo r3/2
(e) H an
0 y o
ikr
e
r' I2
ikr
H = - ane
z p rl/2
(ik - I)2r
(ik +
2r
D. Spherical Coordinates, Geomagnetic Field in the Radial Direction
The conductivity tensor applicable here is the same as in Section C for the
cylindrical problem. When the Maxwell Equations(2. 1. 1) and (2. 1.2) are written out
in component form for anisotropic media, assuming the isotropic 0 dependence of (2. 2. 1),
the results for the case of radial B field are
(a) - n(n+1)
r
= U- 1 E r
(b) - - H
r p
(c) HOr
Or
+ H6
=U E + - E
x p 1 0
Hr = 
- E +u E,
r x0 -L
(d) - n(n+1) -=
r D. 2. 1
(e) -- E8r
(f) +
ar r
= i pw H
r 0
i =ipw H
where displacement currents have been neglected and E = E (r), etc. The Legendre
polynomials which appear as common factors in each of Equations (D. 2. 1) are the same
as in the isotropic case.
Proceeding to solve Equations (D. 2. 1) simultaneously for Er results in the fourth
order differential equation
Er
8
+--
r
2 8 2
+ 2k E + - k E
I r r I r
4 4S +k)Er = 0 D.2.2
2 2
where the approximation k r >> n(n+-1) is made. The solution to (D. 2.2) is
eikr 2 2 2
Er = , where k =k +ik
r r
where (+) indicates the two possible modes.
Now using (D. 2.3) to solve for the remaining field components, the radial
dependent factors are given by
ikr
(a) Er = an n(n+1) e -
ikrik e
an 
r
ikrik e
=an 
r
U1 1  - +0)
(crx ±u-9(02 +ioe)
-L
D.2.3
(b) E 0
(c) E p
ikr
(d) H = -arn r
(e) H = + i an
(f) H = - a u
# n
n (n+ 1) k Opo 11 (UX ± )(u 2 + )-2)
x
ikr
r
ikr
e
1i r
D. 2.4
-1APPENDIX III. The Analytical Determination of a (r )a (r ) in Spherical
n n n n+l
Coordinates
The machine computation of the solution to the cavity problem for a large number
of layers can be greatly accelerated if the analytical expression for the matrix a (r )x
-l n n
a (r ) is known. This is the matrix which expresses the solution at the top of the
n n+1
nth layer in terms of the solution at the bottom; ie, it expresses the influence of the
nth layer on the wave passing through it. If the analytical expression for a (r)a (r+ 1
= d is known, it saves the computer one matrix inversion and one matrix product for
each layer. Analytically there are only two different d n's : one for the air layer, and
a second for any layer in the ionosphere.
d for the air is an extremely useful expression because the Hankel functions
n
which appear in the a 's are absent, leaving the algebraic terms in the d matrix very
n n
easy to evaluate. This is due to the fact that we are dealing with a medium in which the
radial thickness is very much less than a wavelength. The wave solutions in air are
well known E
Let S (r)= = a (r) c
n E n n
H0
In air an (r) = a11  a12  0 0
a21 a22 0 0
0 0 a3 3  a34
0 0 a4 3  a44
2
where, for r = a = radius of the earth, and o- = k / ip t
0 0
a = 1 n Hl (ka) - k H (k a)
11 o a~ an+l o o n-l o ]
o 2 2
(2)
-koHn- (k a)]
(2)
a2 2 =1 H
22 fa n+1_'NTa 2
2
a 34= ip a 2 2
a 44 o a12
(2)
a12 1 [ n H n+(k0a)
1 0-&Ja a n
(1)
a21 =1 H (k a)21 n+1 o
2
a3 3 = ipca 21
a43 ol a
In this case rn = r0 = a and rn+1 = r
thickness.
Let a (R)= [b..], where b . (R) = a. .(a) and
n s i] j
(R)I is the determinant of the matrix [an (R )].
[ c ] =
c11 c 1 2
c
2 1
c
2 2
(k a)
0
= R = a + h, where h is the air layer
0
c
3 3
c
4 3
-1
a (R)=[c..
n ij]
0
0
c
3 4
C4 4
2
Let x, = ipw ko W (k0 R) and x2  x1/ koR
(2) (1)() )
where W (k R) H (k R)H (kR) - H (k R) H (k R)
t n+B e nw rn n+s 0 n- 0
the Bessel wronskian. 2 2 2 2
(2)
H n+(k0 R) c 12  R [ n
u7' R R
(k)
H n+i (k 0R)
(2)
k o H n-(k 0R)]
]/a n(R).
-=c
(I)
H (k R)
n+1 o0 c =2 x IC2 2 _l_ [ n
0R R
o0
(I)
Hn+1 (k R)
2
(1)
-ko Hn-1 (ko R)I
2
C 3 3 =C 1 2
ipa
and la n(R )I
c34 = 11
0
= x 1 x2
The desired result
2 2
=x 1 / ko0
[d .] =a (a)
1j nl
c43 = 22
ipoW
-l
a (R) will involve
n
C4 4  C 2 1
0-
products of Hankel functions
at a and R ; but these can all be expressed in terms of H n+(k0 a) and
the following expansions: 2
Hn+l (k0R)= Hn+l (k0 a)[ 1 - h(n+l)]
and H (k R) =
a 2
H n-(k a)
2
+ k0h H n-(k a)
2 -
A.3.1
A. 3. 2-k oh H (ka ) + H (k a) [ 1 + h (n-2
o~~~~ n+_o n-l2
which result from using the first two terms of the Taylor series for the Hankel
function at R in terms of one at a.
The required solution is
a (a) a R)
n n
= [a i] [c j]/ xl x2
and in the approximation that h ~
an (a)
h « 1 [ which also means that
a R
a 1(R)=
n
1
k 2h/ ipo
0
0
2 2
-ipcoh(l-n(n+l)/k a )
0
1
-k 2h(-n(n+l)/k2 a 2
0 0
ipW
c 2 1 -' 1
using
W (k a) ]
W (k R)
0
0
I
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The preceeding matrix is denoted as equation A. 3. 3. This matrix applies to the
air layer between the source and the ionosphere. For the extremely thin layer between
-1
the earth's surface and the source a (r ) an (r
n n n n+l ) = I, the unit matrix, since there
will be no change in an ELF wave over such a short interval.
-1
Determination of a single 4x4 matrix to express a (r ) an (rn)
n n n n+l in the iono-
sphere is somewhat more lengthy in algebra sincethere areno zeros in the a 's. Refer-
n
ring to the section on the wave solutions in anisotropic media for spherical coordinates,
(out) (in) (out) (in)
k x exp(iklrn)
znexp(ikYrn )
ikYxnexp(iklrn)
-iznexp(ik rn )
2 2 2
where k = k +ik
xn 11
r (L + i )
n L x
-kIxnexp(-iklr )
znexp(-ikir n)
-iYnexp(-ikyrn)
-iz nexp(-iklr n)
2 2k -ik , and
I x'
k3 y nexp(ik3 r)
z nexp(ik3 r )
-ik yn exp(ik 3r )
iz nexp(ik3 r )
n 11
r (Cr - ix7)
n I. x
-k nexp(-ik3 r n
zn exp(-ik 3r )
ik3 nexp(-ik3 r
iz exp(-ik 3r )
Zn 11
r
n
and the a-'s pertain to the nth layer from rn to rn+1
The determinant 16 klk 3 xn+1 n+1 z+1 zn+1'an (rn+1
-1
The inverse matrix a n(rn+) is given as follows:
a n(rn )=
exp(-ikyrn+1)
4klxn+1
-exp(iklrn+1)
4kxn+
1
an (rn+1
exp(-ik3 r n+)
43 n+l4k 3 yn~
-exp(ik3 r n+)
4k 3Yn+1
exp(-iklrn+1)
exp(iklrn+ 1)
4
zn+
1
exp(-ik3 r n+1)
4z
n+1
exp(ik 3 rn+1 )
4zn+1
-i exp(-ik r n+)
4kx1 
n+l
i exp(iklrn+l)
4kxn+
1
i exp(-ik3 r n+)
4k 3 n+1l
-i exp(ik3 r n+l
4k 3 yn+1
i exp(-i krn+1)
4z l
i exp(ikrn+1)
4zn+1
-i exp(-ik3 r n+
4 n+1
-i exp(ik3rn+
1
4z n+1
Finally, if we let hn = rn+1 - r , then
-1
a (r ) a (rn)=nI n n n+l [ c J] where
C11 = _ [ cos(khn) + cos(k3h )] rn+/rn
2
C12 = -1 Ik 1Xn sin(klh ) + k3  sin(k3 h )
2Z 1
n+1
= C
2 2
C 3 3
= c 4 4
-C 3 4
c13 - [-cos(klhn) + cos(k3hn)] rn+1/rn 31 = -C24 = C42
2
S =1 [ kI xn sin(klhn) - 3n sin(k3hn) c32
2z n+1
c 2 1  n [ 1
2 kn+1
c =-zn [ 1
2 k xn+l
sin(klhn) + 1 sin(k3 h )
3 n+l
sin(klhn) 
- 1 sin(k3 h )k3yn+1
-C
4 3
-
4 1
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